
   마스터 부제목 스타일 편집

Spots
_and proposals of using

as language of “Korean Bang”



GOALS

… until now , our team talked about necessity of 

1_making people be social
2_solving many disconnections…

And we proposed that making not “ONE BIG” thing

 but “MANY  LITTLE” things.

Because disconnections and people are wide spread in all area.

So if we make “many, little” things, it can solve more effectively.
And can be “land mark” of pantin

(for example, not exactly, park la villete)



#spot 1 ; around the metro station “hoche”
          
_disconnection of transportation and town

Problem ; no space for users of public transportation.
             no center of market ; there are market every “mer”,”ven”,”dim”
             
             -PEOPLE HAVE TO SPEND THERE TIME AS JUST STANDING             
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#spot 2 ; a cote de le abribus

_disconnection of 3 kinds of flow

Problem ; no space for bus users, and pedestrian.
             they don’t have any well connected way 
             with “sidewalk” & “bus stop” & even car road
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#spot 3 ; + Hermes Atelier ?

_disconnection of town and company 

Problem ; people have to see WALL for a long time.
             But what they did for people & town? – social contribution
            
                   ”LACK OF HARMONY(DISCONNECTION)” 
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  little culture center
  for connection between 
  people and hermes
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We can use also this area as 
  mediated space 
between park and our spot



#spot 4 ; completely ruined building
             (not being used at all) 

_disconnection of residents and building

Problem ; there is the building which is not used at all
             Center of “la rue hoche” 

         What can we do for this building?
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#spot 5 ; 2 old factory along the canal 

_disconnection of buildings and nature of town

Problem ; along the canal, there are many community-based building
             
             but they don’t use the canal interactively
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We can make these spots 
connected with the canal

-as way of using the canal
 INTERACTIVELY

 
 and it can make 

people meet each other 

experience learning cen-
terOutdoor Theater
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